Status
   • Closed

Subject
   Read count undefined for articles created with Tiki 13+

Version
   13.x Regression
   14.x
   15.x
   16.x
   17.x

Category
   • Usability

Feature
   Article

Solution
   Solved for Tiki 17 via r63367
   Solved for Tiki 16 via r63368
   Solved for Tiki 15 via r63369

These solutions prevent future articles from having inoperant counters, but does not fix the counters of articles which were created while the bug prevailed. Such articles can be fixed with the following SQL queries:
UPDATE tiki_articles SET nbreads=0 WHERE nbreads IS NULL;
UPDATE tiki_submissions SET nbreads=0 WHERE nbreads IS NULL;

However, these queries set the number of reads to 0 instead of the actual number of reads which happened since their creation, which can be misleading.

Starting from Tiki 18, these queries can be executed by running

```
php console.php patch optional_20170801_initialize_article_nbreads_tiki
```

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
6014

Created
Friday 01 July, 2016 14:05:31 GMT-0000
by wagnerax

LastModif
Thursday 03 August, 2017 13:41:42 GMT-0000

Comments

Philippe Cloutier 30 May 17 13:49 GMT-0000
I confirm that this is a regression between 12.x and 15.x as of r62506.

Philippe Cloutier 26 Jul 17 19:20 GMT-0000
This will be fixed in the next releases.
Thank you for reporting wagnerax
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